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project. Once again thanks for helping out. This was indeed the problem, the drawing was for 2
wire, in reality the system was 4 wire!! I'm stuck in between wiring the panel to the drawings not
knowing what's connected at the other end : I have to say, Siemens don't make it easy! Making
links for 14 terminals is both time consuming and costly! Surely it wouldn't be too hard to
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Diagnostics For information on diagnostics messages at the "group diagnostics" parameter,
refer to chapter Diagnostic messages of analog input modules. The "2nd" channel of the group
is used accordingly for current measuring mode IC. The "1st" channel of the group returns the
measured value. The "2nd" channel of the group is assigned the default overflow value "7FFFH.
Figure Block diagram and wiring diagram 7. In this case, you must ensure that low-resistance
equipotential bonding is in place so that the permitted common-mode voltage is not exceeded.
Measuring range modules You may have to change the position of the measuring range

modules to suit the measurement type and range see the chapter Setting the measuring types
and ranges of analog input channels. The necessary settings are also available on the module's
imprint. Mark the position of the measuring range module on the front door see figure. You can
assign parameters only to one channel group. SM ; AI 8 x 12 Bit is equipped with one measuring
range module per channel group. The table below shows the relevant configuration of channel
groups. The channel group number is required to program SFC parameters in the user program.
This optimizes interference immunity of the analog input module. Set the "disabled" value at the
"measurement type" parameter for unused channels. This setting reduces module cycle times.
Also short-circuit the COMP input if this is not used. If you were to enable diagnostics, the
analog module would trigger a single diagnostic interrupt, and light up its SF LED. This allows
you to enable diagnostics for this channel group. All channels deactivated If you disable all
input channels of the module and enable diagnostics at the parameters of SM ; AI 8 x 12 Bit, the
module does not report "external auxiliary voltage missing. The module also triggers a
diagnostics interrupt if this function is enabled in the program. A wire break can only be
signaled by means of the lit SF LED and the diagnostic bytes must be evaluated in the user
program if diagnostics interrupts are disabled. If you configured a measuring range of 4 mA to
20 mA, disabled the line continuity check, and enabled diagnostic interrupts, the module
triggers a diagnostic interrupt when the underflow value is reached. Line continuity check The
line continuity check is designed only for temperature measurements thermocouples and
thermoresistors. However, set a hardware interrupt only for the first channel of a channel group,
that is channel 0. Terminal assignment The diagrams below show various wiring options The
input impedance depends on programmed measuring range. Wiring: Voltage measurement
Figure Wiring and block diagrams Figure Wiring and block diagrams The "1st" returns the
measured value. The measurement type and range is configured at the "measuring range"
parameter in STEP 7. Measuring range module Change the position of the measuring range
module to set the measurement type and range see the chapter Setting the measurement types
and ranges of analog input channels. SM ; AI 2 x 12 Bit is equipped with a measuring range
module for channel group 0. Special features of the line continuity check for the 4 mA to 20 mA
measuring range If you configured a measuring range of 4 mA to 20 mA, and enabled the line
continuity check, the analog input module logs a wire-break event to diagnostics data when the
current drops below 3. The analog module would trigger a single diagnostics interrupt and set
its SF LED if diagnostics is enabled. If you configured a measuring range of 4 mA to 20 mA,
disabled the line continuity check and enabled diagnostic interrupts, the module triggers a
diagnostic interrupt when the underflow value is reached. You just clipped your first slide!
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any LED lighting or? I think but i'am not sure, it's not possible to recover the analog value but
the status of this input if the resistor value is in range the value of PIX is Hx else if the value is
out of range the value change in other value but you don't have any information about the
temperature but the range Please see the attach file. Wiring Diagram. I have collected PTC
datasheet from the machine supplier. I have tested PTC put in electric heater. The analog
module direct show the value W 16 to W 16 Because resistance increases rapidly with
temperature. Industry Online Support. Product Support Services Forum mySupport. Rating 1.
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Attachment Online Monitoring. Bronze Member. Attachment Wiring Diagram. Share this page:.
Share this page on Presales info. Follow us on Twitter Youtube. Rate 0. Hello Din Islam, you
have in my opinion a wiring problem. Please look at the attachment. This contribution was
helpful to 1 thankful Users Din Islam. How are you accessing the Input-Word? Which adresses
did you use for the module? I guess you need to use peripherial access, like PIWxxx. There is
no bad feedback! Please rate! Thank you Attachment Wiring Diagram. Hello Din Islam, sorry this
was my mistake. Do have any solution for your problem? Rate 1. Thanks everyone. These
examples apply to all channels channel 0 to 7. Note When connecting voltage and current
transducers, make sure that the maximum permitted common-mode voltage CMV of 2 V is not
exceeded between the inputs. Prevent measuring errors by interconnecting the corresponding
M- terminals. Wiring: Voltage measurement. When connecting voltage and current transducers,
make sure that the maximum permitted common-mode voltage CMV of 2 V is not exceeded
between the inputs. Wiring: 2-wire and 4-wire transducers for current measurement. Wiring:
Resistance measurement with 2-, 3- and 4-wire connection The following connection
possibilities also apply to silicon temperature sensors and PTCs. Note It is not necessary to
interconnect the M- terminals when measuring using resistors, resistance thermometers, PTCs,
or silicon temperature sensors. However, interconnection of the M- terminals may enhance

interference immunity. Our company Kollewin Technology CO. Unit price:USD Weight: 0. Here,
you also need 1 piece of 40 pin front connector to connect with it.. Power consumption. The
power of transmitter. Input type and input range. Basic conversion time per channel.
Interference frequency suppression. Tolerance Over entire temperature range. Diagnostic
interrupt. Limit-value interrupt. Isolation tested for contact. Front connector. Dimensions W x H
x D mm. Order Number. More pictures for your reference:. Please feel free to contact me for any
question! Contact person: Miss Nancy. About Us Contact Us. Skype: kollewin E-mail: nancy
kollewin. Recent Comments. Input current. Power losses. Power loss, typ. Analog inputs.
Number of analog inputs. Number of analog inputs for resistance measurement. Input ranges.
Resistance thermometer. Input ranges rated values , voltages. Input resistance 0 to 10 V. Input
resistance 1 to 5 V. Input ranges rated values , currents. Input resistance 0 to 20 mA. Input
resistance 4 to 20 mA. Input
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ranges rated values , thermoelements. Type B. Type E. Type J. Type K. Type L. Type N. Type R.
Type S. Type T. Type U. Input ranges rated values , resistance thermometers. Cu Ni Input
resistance Ni LG-Ni Input resistance LG-Ni Pt Input resistance Pt Input ranges rated values ,
resistors. Input resistance 0 to ohms. Thermocouple TC. Temperature compensation.
Resistance thermometer RTD. Characteristic linearization. Cable length. Cable length, shielded,
max. Analog value creation. Measurement principle. Resolution with overrange bit including
sign , max. Integration time, parameterizable. Basic conversion time, ms. Interference voltage
suppression for interference frequency f1 in Hz. Connection of signal encoders. Yes ; with
external supply. SM 8AI. Product Description. EM 8DO,relay. EM 4 AI x 12 Bits. EM 4 RTD. EM 4
TC. EM 8 TC. EM 2 AO x 12 Bits. EM 4 AO x 12 Bits. SM 8 AI x 13 Bits. SM 4 AO x 12 Bits. IM
Rack expansion module,be deployed with a central controller and a expansion rack.

